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FROM THE EDITOR

EDITOR’S ESSENTIALS

Johny Rosa of Texas Treasures Fine Art
Gallery & Sculpture Garden in Boerne
once told me that art is meant to be talked
about and shared—and that there is no
such thing as bad art as it’s special to the
owner who feels a connection with a specific
piece. I’m sure the homeowners in this issue
would agree. They have all collected pieces
of art to fill their homes, and in some cases,
were the creators themselves.
A. Gruppo Architects designed an
addition to the home of two retired art teachers which by itself is a work of art.
But inside, these homeowners/artists have created gallery spaces filled with their
pieces and those collected that they live among every day.
The husband and wife team of Clark | Richardson Architects designed an
equally beautiful home, incorporating special details such as water features,
strategically placed windows and landscaping to create a peaceful environment
for a family with several unique pieces of art and art as furniture.
LaRue Architects built upon an idyllic waterfront setting, connecting the
homeowners to their beautiful property whether inside or out. And Paula Ables
Interiors furnished the home with pieces revolving around a tapestry personally
collected by the homeowners on a vacation.
In our final home feature, Kim Bates capitalized on the homeowner’s professional
photography talents by incorporating several of her prints scattered throughout,
and even in the most unlikely of places — a shower stall. These photographic prints
share wall space with collected paintings by artists from Mexico and New Orleans.
It’s spring, flowers are blooming and bees are collecting nectar to create all
sorts of flavorful honey. Learn a little about the history of beekeeping and
how local chefs and mixologists are using this liquid gold in their food and
beverage creations.
And what better time to hit the beaches in our lovely Lonestar state than now.
But if you’re looking for a complete family vacation, read on about Galveston.
With a new Pleasure Pier, expanded beaches, Moody Gardens and historical sites
everywhere you turn, this coastal town is standing strong.

B&B ITALIA
B&B Italia just opened a new, 7,000sf design studio
on W. 6th Street in Austin, showcasing their contemporary furnishings in vignettes of different styles. But
it’s their “Butterfly” outdoor modular seating systems
that really caught my eye. With a variety of components, including seating and tables, the configurations
are endless. You won’t believe these plush pieces are
suitable for outdoors! Bebaustin@internum.com

Enjoy!

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
Designed by A. Gruppo Architects to maximize the
amount of natural light illuminating the interior’s
gallery-like spaces, the exterior of the addition is as
sculptural as what lies within. Page 20.
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BECKER VINEYARDS LAVENDER FEST
This marks the 18th year that Becker Vineyards
has been celebrating this beautiful bloom. On April
30-May 1, lavender lovers will find everything from
luncheons and gardening tips to over 30 vendors
featuring creams, soaps, candles and so much more.
Visitors can also grab wine, cheese and charcuterie
and relax on the pavilion overlooking the lavender
fields. A few weeks later, Blanco presents their 12th
Annual Lavender Festival, June 10-12, with a similar
line-up on the grounds of the historic courthouse.
What lovely lavender weekends.
Beckervineyards.com, Blancochamber.com
MAYA AT THE WITTE MUSEUM
Maya: Hidden Worlds Revealed is the largest traveling exhibition about the Maya ever to tour the U.S.
Hundreds of artifacts will be displayed in several environments that combine multi-media and hands-on
activities explaining how this fascinating civilization
built their towering temples, created their calendar,
mathematical and hieroglyphic systems and impact
our lives today. Tickets are already on sale: May14September 5, 2016. Wittemuseum.org/mayasa
FREDERICKSBURG GOOD ART COMPANY
From May 6 – May 31, Russian artists Julia Klimova and Maya Eventov will be featured in the Abstract
Contemporary International Art Exhibit, as well as
special exhibits by New York artist Joseph Stabilito,
California artist Mark Edward Adams, Italian artist
Musetta Aponte, and Texas artists Katherine Lott,
Nic Noblique and Tamara White. A reception on
Friday, May 6, from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. kicks
off this international exhibit. Goodartcompany.com
urbanhomemagazine.com
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natural stone and the highest quality kitchen and bath products.
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Triton Stone is a leading wholesaler and distributor of granite and
other natural stone products.
With our numerous locations in the Southeast, we have the resources to
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ARTISTS’
ABODE
By MAURI ELBEL | Photography by MARK MENJIVAR

When you ask Jene and Jean Laman what they love most about the stunning,
one-of-a-kind addition to their home, don’t expect a single answer.
“We love the light quality,” Jene says of the new contemporary 2,000-square-foot space
designed by A. GRUPPO Architects. “The light in the day time is just fantastic.
It’s practically like living outdoors.”
“We also like the outdoor-indoor relationship,” he continues, explaining that the way
the addition is sited on the lot has allowed them to utilize space they couldn’t before.
“We also really love the sculptural quality of the plan.”
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B

ut the octogenarian couple also gushes about the
inventive use of materials; the clever marriage of the
old structure with the new addition; the upstairs
library and reading area surrounded by windows; the sprawling
new studio space; their tranquil new master suite; and the extra
bathroom and hidden play nook for their grandchildren, cleverly
tucked beneath the stairs behind a wall of storage.
“I really can’t think of anything we are displeased with,” Jene
says. “We like everything about it.”
After 40 years of teaching at Texas State University, the retired
artists decided it was time to add an exhibition gallery, painting
studio, library and new master suite to the home they had been
living in since 1986 –– a modest 1970’s-era, 1,800-square-foot,
3-bedroom, 2-bathroom home built from Heritage Homes plan
books originally started by Henry D. Norris AIA.
Both artists and former university professors –– Jean taught
in the Fibre-Arts Department and Jene hails from the Interior
Design Department –– the couple had spent nearly three decades

urbanhomemagazine.com
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working out of their garage they had converted into a multilevel studio used for paper-making and weaving. After retiring,
they wanted to focus on their art and have a nice gallery space to
showcase their collection as well as a new painting studio.
When the Lamans contacted A. GRUPPO Architects’
principal partners Andrew Nance and Thad Reeves, they
supplied them with a specific list of their needs and budget as
well as a thick stack of images representing designs and ideas
they gravitated toward. Talking with the homeowners now, it’s
safe to say they didn’t just get what they wanted; they got more
than they dreamed of.
A. GRUPPO’s design-build addition transformed the
identity of the Laman’s home while respecting the structures
that already existed.
“From the beginning, the goals were to find a way to extend
the existing house,” says Nance. “One of the things Jean said was
that she didn’t want a typical box. She wanted something a lot
more sculptural.”
“She was the driver on that, and she was always pushing for
something with more form and presence,” adds Reeves.
Taking cues from the original layout of the existing home’s
massing, two identical towers housing the gallery and studio flank
24
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the foyer and upper-level library wrapped in a wall of windows.
Clad in a translucent polycarbonate material, the towers were
designed to maximize the amount of natural light bathing interior
spaces and illuminating the couple’s vast art collection on display.
Inside the towers, ambient light is filtered by the north facing
translucent walls and strategically placed skylights project pools of
light through a series of ceiling baffles throughout the day.
Constructed out of SIPS, a structurally insulated panel system,
the high-ceiling towers achieve what was intended without the
need to incorporate steel or other costly materials. Fabricated offsite by GeoFaze, the panels were not only a way for the architects
to control quality, but also to speed up the construction process by
simply lifting the precut panels into place and securing them. All
walls and roofs are comprised of 10 inches of foam sandwiched in
plywood, creating a very well-insulated, energy-efficient structure
that only requires using artificial light at night. Sufficientlyinsulated and well lit, the energy-efficient home performs at the
level a house approximately half its size would, explains Nance.
Throughout the Lamans’ house, numerous design decisions
spanning site placement to lighting prove good design isn’t just
about following a client’s desires and wish lists.
“You have to really read the house and the existing structure
urbanhomemagazine.com

and make a response to that,” Reeves says. “We are always trying
to think about the spatial sequence and the light and how the
spaces work together through the volumes.”
“It is not just about creating a space that looks different, but
about creating an experience and a discovery,” adds Nance.
The experience begins upon approaching the home. Nestled
amongst a dense canopy of live oak and cedar elm trees on a
1.5-acre lot in San Marcos, the home blends into the existing
landscape while accommodating a series of outdoor rooms, a
secret garden and sculpture courts the couple has carved out
over the years. Because the addition is located in a bowl-like
depression at the head of a dry creek bed, elevated walkway
bridges span over fields of jasmine providing access into the
home while allowing water runoff to flow around and between
the existing and new structures.
“We love the way they married the two structures,” says Jene.
“The new home is built closer to the street and it works really
well with an interesting walkway between the old and the new
that actually gives you a feeling that you are walking from one
space into another space.”
Entering the home, a light palette of white walls and white
oak floors create a gallery-like space that allows the couple’s
urbanhomemagazine.com
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eclectic art collection to take center stage. The upper-level
library, lined with backless book shelves that double as
guardrails provide a display area for various art pieces and
books that can be seen from below. Perched above the entry,
views to the surrounding canopy of trees create an intimate
gathering space for conversation and contemplation that Jene
says feels a little like being inside a treehouse.
In a more intimate setting, the master bedroom and bathroom
open directly into a private zen garden. The master suite was
reconfigured through a sensitive addition of a bathing and
dressing room while shifting the existing bedroom out, forming
a linear gallery hall which bisects the existing house and new
addition, explains A. GRUPPO. Moving along the corridor,
one becomes aware of the transition between old and new while
soaking in framed views of the new outdoor rooms.
The neutral palette inside the home lets the contrasting mix
of contemporary furniture and antique pieces, as well as the
Laman’s impressive collection of around 50 works of art, take
center stage.
Artwork displayed throughout their home is a blend of their
own creations such as one of Jene’s personal favorites that rests in
the couple’s bedroom: a large scale 6-foot by 7-foot painting on
canvas his wife created featuring two chairs with a shelf beneath
that holds primitive art and objects the couple has collected over
the years. The home reads like a museum, a true gallery of their
own creations interspersed with meaningful pieces they have
curated from various artists and travels. Some of the artwork
on display is from different artists they worked with at the
university while other pieces come from yearly trips to Santa Fe
or student trips to New York.
“We have a lot we really like,” Jene says, finding it difficult
to choose just a few pieces to talk about out of the expansive
26
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collection they have created and curated over the years. “And the
art looks even better in the new house.”
Although the addition has more than doubled their home’s
original size, it doesn’t feel too big.
“We live all over the house even though it is just the two of
us,” says Jene. “It’s fun to move from one space to another. We
have really enjoyed it.” v
ARCHITECT/BUILDER A. Gruppo Architects
512.557.2140 | Agruppo.com
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER Lush Landscaping
210.823.7365 | Lushgreenscape.com
urbanhomemagazine.com

GreenScapes
Landscaping
design • build • maintain

OU TDO OR LU X U RY
Whether it is enjoying a morning cup of coffee and newspaper or an evening nightcap on your patio, your backyard should be
an extension of your home. We will help you create a seamless transition from inside to outside.

GreenScapesAustin.com

|

512.263.3669
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TRANQUIL BEAUTY
By JACKIE BENTON | Photography by PAUL FINKEL

Tranquility and serenity are two essential elements of living that are in increasingly short supply
these days, and there is much to be said for returning at the end of a busy day to a home that
is an oasis of calm. Developer Todd Fletcher of Peak Design-Build LLC knew architects April Clark
and Ed Richardson of Clark | Richardson Architects would be the perfect team to design a house
that would be as much a sanctuary from the pressure of the outside world as it would be a home.
Fletcher wanted a contemporary design possessing modern and universal appeal that departed
from the typical Tuscan-style designs found in Lakeway. With Clark and Richardson,
he knew he had a team uniquely suited to creating his vision.
urbanhomemagazine.com
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C

reating a home environment in which a family could
find peace from the outside world was a goal with
which Clark and Richardson could positively identify.
“We brought our design perspective to the project both as
architects with over 15 years of collaboration together dating
back to our time as graduate teaching fellows at the School of
Architecture at Yale, and as a husband and wife team actively
engaged with the concerns of modern living with three kids of
our own,” says Clark.
The result is a home that is a masterwork of idyllic simplicity.
Cool and contemporary, the Lakeway residence features four
bedrooms, four baths and a three car garage, accentuated with
outdoor living courtyard areas, a pool and decking. The stucco
home is made all the more elegant with stained cedar accents
and bronze finished windows, giving the home a peaceful
sensibility. The home’s orientation on a gently sloping hillside
features views of the surrounding area while taking advantage
of breezes and working with passive solar design to help keep its
energy usage green and efficient.
The most striking element of this modern contemporary home
is the marvelous sense of flow. Whether enjoying the sun by the
pool in the private courtyard or just curled up to read a book in
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the living area, there is a quiet feeling of connectivity throughout
this Lakeway residence that gives the feeling of being one with the
natural beauty of the Hill Country in which it is nestled.
“We started with an abstraction of the Texas vernacular
notion of the courtyard house, and then mirrored that concept
on the site to produce a building as an interstitial space between
two courtyards, one oriented to the south and defining the
entry and one oriented to the north defining the more private
spaces for the dwelling,” explains Richardson. “Two native
oaks were carefully framed at both courtyards giving natural
punctuation to each space. The heart of the house, the living
and dining space, then became the bridge between the two
outdoor spaces.”
With its natural wood, stone and neutral colors, as well as
incredible landscaping featuring Texas native plants, the house
is cool and inviting to all who enter.
“One of the great joys of this house is the use of humble,
natural materials throughout the project,” says Richardson,
“from the stucco finish to the vertical cedar siding at the exterior
and the oil finish oak floors at the interior to the system of
scuppers and rain chains which brings water down from the roof
in a poetic way directly to the ground plane.”
urbanhomemagazine.com
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“We really see our houses as a frame for the inhabitants of
the home and think that architectural design doesn’t have to
be showy or loud,” Clark adds, “but can and often should
instead be quiet and in many ways open to allow space for the
personality of the owner to become part of the place making
of the house, most often through the use of art as the figural
presence in the home.”
Part of that architectural artistry is simply expressed through
the use of water as an element and an inherent feature throughout
the home. Water is cleverly used audibly as well as visually to
engage and inspire mind, body and spirit.
“Water plays an important role in the experience of both the
north and south courts of the house and received special attention
during the design process,” says Richardson. “At the main entry,
we carved into the interior space of the house to create a minimal
water feature directly adjacent to the entry. That feature provides
both a visual and audible break from the outside world as one
enters the residence and also echoes the expansive pool located at
the north edge of the living/dining space.”
Richardson notes that both features, in addition to providing
32
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a sense of calm, also have important haptic relationships to the
interior experience, ranging from the refraction of dappled light
into the house throughout the day to its presence as a glowing
element during the evenings. The resulting elemental effects
have universal appeal, an essential and important quality for a
home designed for the market.
Another important element of the home’s design is literally
an unseen hero — the placement of glass windows that work to
allow in light, while keeping out the sun’s glare and heat gain
during a hot, Texas summer. Clark explains that understanding
how the home is situated on the site and how it relates to the
sun’s trajectory overhead is essential for comfort and good
energy conservation.
“This is really a function of working in a pragmatic way with
solar orientation on the site. As the lot was oriented with its
long axis running north and south, we were able to orient the
majority of the living space in the house in those two cardinal
directions, and then suppress transparency on orientations that
are harder to control with roof overhangs like the east and west.
The roof overhangs along the home’s northern and southern
urbanhomemagazine.com

points proved invaluable in keeping the home cool and its
energy bills low and manageable.
“At both the north and south exposures, we incorporated deep
flat roof overhangs at the lower levels to shade the large expanses
of glass that line the main living space,” says Richardson. “These
overhangs allow complete blockage of the sun during the peak
hours of sunlight from noon to the early afternoon. Our office
designed the scale of the overhangs in conjunction with site
specific shading studies to ensure that they would be both
functional and, equally important, spatially successful.”
The home’s many features, as fabulous as they are, would not
be appreciated without the perfect natural and native backdrop
provided by the thoughtful landscaping. The subtle and careful
placement of drought tolerant species, such as Bamboo Muhly
grasses, provide an excellent frame to feature the architectural
beauty of the home, are suited to hot, Texas summers and
consume much less water.
“The landscape was really a collaboration between our office,
Yarrow Landscaping and Todd Fletcher,” says Richardson, “and
is absolutely a critical element in the overall spatial experience of
urbanhomemagazine.com

the house. The landscaping works most importantly at the two
courtyard spaces by both defining edges and thresholds that lead
to the entry areas, and softening the line between the house and
the terrain while providing a sense of movement when they pick
up the frequent breezes through the site.”
The end result with the Lakeway residence was a home that is
more than a sum of its various parts of light, wood, water and
natural beauty. “We really strived to create a house that was quiet
and simple but with a refined and modern sense of proportions
and spatial experiences — one that allowed the user to interact
directly with the native landscaping on the site,” says Clark. v
ARCHITECT Clark | Richardson Architects
512.636.7653 | Clarkrichardson.com
BUILDER Peak Design + Build LLC
512.660.7452 | Peak-development.com
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER Yarrow Landscaping
512.694.7392 | Yarrowlandscaping.com
URBAN HOME AUSTIN – SAN ANTONIO
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LAKESIDE

LIVING
By MAURI ELBEL | Photography by DROR BALDINGER
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When a retiring couple decided
to relocate from Alaska to the
sun-drenched capital of Texas,
they couldn’t have picked a
better spot to settle down than
the serene shores of Lake Austin.
urbanhomemagazine.com

A

fter interviewing several firms, LaRue Architects was
given the task of designing their waterfront home
where they looked forward to enjoying a leisurely
lifestyle upon retirement.
Spanning the length of their lakefront lot, the couple’s
spectacular one-story home sits back from the water’s edge
nestled beneath towering pecan trees. From their backyard, the
homeowners and their guests enjoy front-row seats on Lake
Austin whether they’re lounging around the pool bordering the
back of their home or gazing out from the generous windows
that bring the outdoors inside.
URBAN HOME AUSTIN – SAN ANTONIO
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From the street, the contemporary Hill Country home’s front
elevation remains unassuming. Clad in stucco and smooth
cut regional limestone, solid facades with several punched out
windows meet the eye upon first glance. The real experience
begins as guests pass through the entry gate and courtyard and
into the home which reveals dazzling lake views through its
expansive use of glass.
“Once inside the main house, there are views of the lake
from nearly every room,” says James LaRue, principal of LaRue
Architects who worked alongside project manager Emily Marks
Haydon on the project. “The home has a very open feel –– the
36
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homeowners enjoy entertaining and this floor plan allows them
to do so.”
In just about every room in the house, there’s an experiential
quality that connects the viewer to his or her surroundings,
explains LaRue. “In the house, you really feel like you are a part
of the lake activity.”
Built by Matt Sitra Custom Homes, the 4,300-square-foot
(7,500 square feet of covered area), 4-bedroom, 4.5-bathroom
home is an ideal space for a couple who enjoys entertaining
family and friends. Adding to the home’s entertaining allure are
additional features like the screened porch comprised of regional
urbanhomemagazine.com

limestone, wood siding and screen mesh; the inviting pool
perched above the lake; and the detached guest house situated
near the front entrance for convenient come-and-go access.
Unarguably the most impressive architectural feature of the
home is its central core, encapsulated in a slanted “glass tube,”
featuring floor-to-ceiling windows throughout the living and
dining spaces. Lake views pour in from one end of the glass tube
while the other overlooks the entry courtyard.
During the design process, LaRue transformed perceived
challenges including site limitations from large existing trees and
western sunlight into opportunities. While positioning the home
urbanhomemagazine.com

to capture lake views remained top priority, the orientation of
the home resulted in capturing harsh sun during certain times
of the day, which was mitigated with a large cantilevered roof
extending over the glass tube to add protection.
Taking advantage of the technology on offer, the homeowners
opted to install solar panels on two areas of their roof to help
make their home more energy efficient.
“The slope of the metal roof is optimally oriented for the
placement of the panels,” says LaRue.
Since the elevation of the lake is lower than the finished floor
elevation of the house –– combined with the fact that there aren’t
URBAN HOME AUSTIN – SAN ANTONIO
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any homes on the opposite side of the lake –– the property features
prime views of the bluff across the water. In fact, looking out from
the home, the closest two structures to the lake are part of the
homeowners’ property: the screened porch, an ideal spot to watch
sports or chat with friends, and the boat dock, which mimics the
design of the main home by utilizing the same materials.
Open spaces and clean lines define the home’s interior
curated by Paula Ables, whose successful collaboration
with LaRue Architects yielded a look that stays true to
the architecture and remains harmonious to the original
concept. Throughout the home, Ables’ well-edited blend of
furnishings, colors and textures marries contemporary style
with comfortable livability.
“One of the things the clients told me from the beginning
is that they wanted a place that whenever people walked
in, they never wanted to leave,” says Ables. “They wanted a
contemporary feel but a space where everyone wanted to stay
because it is so comfortable.”
The home’s neutral backdrop leaves room for bold bursts
of color in the form of vivid artwork displayed on the walls, a
bright orange sofa in the living room and eye-catching pops of
38
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lime. A fluid cohesion exists throughout the living room, dining
room and kitchen, and without walls to separate them, definition
between various spaces is achieved through thoughtful selections.
For example, Ables found a trio of Moxie Pendants from Kichler®
at Lighting Inc. and arranged them artfully above the sofa.
“We knew we wanted a statement piece that didn’t take away
from the view or the architecture of the space,” says Ables.
“We were trying to give it some interest with a sculptural type
feel, but the sharp edges of the pendants keep within the same
architectural style.”
The architects’ addition of steel beams on the ceilings
throughout the span of the glass tube also brings added
definition and harmony to communal spaces. Floor to ceiling
windows, hardwood floors and natural materials of wood and
stone featured throughout the home further connect interior
spaces to the outdoors.
A floor-to-ceiling fireplace cladded in Thorntree Black China
tile from Stone Solutions that fits together like a puzzle anchors
the living area and serves as a slate-colored background for a
special tapestry that inspired the entire design.
“The color palette of the entire house was based off this
urbanhomemagazine.com

tapestry the homeowners found in the Galapagos Islands and
brought back to Alaska with them,” says Ables. “When we
started building the house, they mailed it to me and it became
the inspiration for the design –– you can see every color of the
house in this tapestry.”
The clients provided all of the artwork displayed throughout
the home, and each piece has its own interesting story or
personal meaning behind it, says Ables.
The kitchen, wrapped by Madreperola quartzite countertops
and “Caramel Sundae” glass wall tile, functions like a dream
when entertaining or just enjoying the view and sipping coffee
at the island, says Ables. She says guests naturally gravitate to
the generous island, take a seat in one of the white leatherette
Pera counterstools and chat while enjoying appetizers and wine.
Above the sink, a large, full light picture window frames the
sparkling lake just beyond.
“I love how the house feels and how it lives,” says Ables.
“The spaces are open but well defined, and the furniture and
accessories are contemporary yet really comfortable.”
It seems the homeowners, who lived in Alaska throughout the
duration of the project but made numerous trips down during
urbanhomemagazine.com

both design and construction phases, couldn’t be happier since
moving into their contemporary Lake Austin home either.
Since relocating, LaRue says they’ve enjoyed their waterfront
views and taken advantage of the lakeside lifestyle and boating
opportunities that unfold right in their backyard.
“The homeowners are a wonderful couple who have two
grown kids who visit often to enjoy family time and all the
amenities,” says LaRue. “They have enjoyed their retirement
these last few years in Austin.” v
ARCHITECT LaRue Architects
512.347.1688 | Larue-architects.com
BUILDER Matt Sitra Custom Homes
512.600.3459 | Mattsitrahomes.com
DESIGNER Paula Ables Interiors
512.658.4534 | Paulaablesinteriors.com
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER Land Restoration
512.989.1488 | Landrestorationtx.com
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AUSTIN STYLE
BY WAY OF

NEW ORLEANS
Westlake Hills Home expresses love
of the Crescent City
By CHERYL VAN TUYL JIVIDEN | Photography by LAURA REED
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There were several things right about the
property. It had an enviable sprawling lot in
Westlake Hills with great views. The home,
built in 2001, was the right size and had
elements that made it warm and relaxed like
large, strong wooden beams, rich woodwork
trim and stonework. But then there was Texas
star ironwork and grainy oak cabinetry that
pushed it into a Texas lodge of yesteryear.
It was a great fit for the family, but to make
it really livable, the rustic elements needed
to be updated, refined and designed.
urbanhomemagazine.com
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ward-winning, Austin designer, Kim Bates got to
work bringing the space alive to fit the active Reed
family’s lifestyle. Todd is an attorney and law partner who travels often, is a hobbyist guitarist who enjoys Austin’s
music scene and is an avid cyclist. His design aesthetic leans classic. Wife, Laura, a marathoner and award-winning art and portraiture photographer prefers the Southern charm of her native
Louisiana. The couple has two active, teen sons, and together,
the family is very involved in community projects and fitness.
“This combination of styles, mixed with very modern, active
energy produced the eclectic look we developed in their new
home,” says Bates of the décor.
To set the scene, shelving was updated, the line of the office
cabinetry was lifted and the cabinets were modernized with a
low sheen black paint giving them depth and sophistication.
Bates addressed the scale by acknowledging the heavy mantle
and beams and removing the ironwork features in the entry and
the dining room beams giving cleaner looking lines.
Lighting was an important design element in the home, says
Bates, “I always stress the importance of lighting with my clients. When you have beautiful things, it is important to display
them in the correct light!” While some features in the living
room are original, many unique, hand-crafted, custom chandeliers and lights by New Orleans-based Julie Neill Design were
added in the entry, dining room and office. “They were to convey a softer, more classic and southern feeling and were perfectly
scaled to match the space.”
Moving from a smaller home required the acquisition of additional furniture. “The scale of this home is much larger and
more open than their former home, so we had to work to add
larger pieces that still made the house feel like a home.” Bates
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focused on furnishings in the public spaces; the living room and
dining room were new except for the piano. Living room sofas
were sourced from Hickory Chair Furniture Company, as were
the dining table and chairs — upholstered in Beacon Hill Dauphine Stripe. The coffee table is from Loft Home, and various
accessories were found at Global Views and Wendow Fine Living. The family room sofa and chairs were reupholstered as were
the chairs in the office.
New furnishings in the kitchen added punches of multiple
colors. “We wanted to make the family room and kitchen fun
and inviting, without making it silly. We found these great leather bar stools at Crate and Barrel and loved the way the different colors worked together. They were deep colors, with similar
muted tones, which kept the look fun, but elegant. We decided
to further develop the colors in the custom-made slipcovers on
the parson’s chairs at the kitchen table. We pulled some of these
colors through to the family room pillows to unify the look.”
The larger home made way for art — something reflective
of the creative couple. “The Reeds have impeccable taste and
located the large contemporary piece over the sofa. It is by Mexican Master Ricardo Mazal, brought to the home from the Museum of Modern Art in Mexico City.” It is one of three pieces by
Mazal. “The art was a great way to express the family and their
personalities. Classic, smart and high energy.” The vibrant painting of a Southern home on the hall table is a Michalopolous
named “Greek Revival.”
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Throughout the home are displays of Laura’s photographic
talents. The piece in the dining room is a 2E Limited Edition
she took, blown up and displayed on canvas. Over the fireplace
hangs “Silver Man.” “It was one of our favorite shots taken by
Laura on a trip to New Orleans,” says Bates.
There is another of Laura’s photos in a most unexpected
place, the bathroom. “We wanted something that reflected
New Orleans and went through a number of options including swamp scenes, but we knew we found the perfect photo
when Laura came across this one,” Bates says about the shower glass photo depicting the House of Blues. “Laura adjusted
the coloration to give it the perfect mood for the space, and
it was then enlarged, applied to film and installed by Sunsational Solutions.”
Bates is known for her collaborative process, stating, “I focus
on quality, function and look when helping my client’s decide
on furnishings, add color through fabrics and throws and add
interest through art placement, books and accessories.”
Collectively, the completed home met the needs of the Reed
family and all of Bates’ requisites. “I feel that every client I have
worked with has a ‘look.’ I always try to develop that look to
reflect who my clients are and make the resulting design timeless
and beautiful.” v
DESIGNER Bates Design Associates
512.330.0322 | Batesdesignassociates.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

Grand Re-Opening
& Fiesta
April 30, 11am-5pm

TOP TRENDING UPDATES FOR

THE KITCHEN
AND BATH

W
COSAS offers one of the broadest
collections of museum-quality Mexican
Folk Art, Latin American textiles, clothing,
furniture and accessories in the U.S.
Each piece is hand-selected and bought
directly from the artists by owners
Bob and Amy Niederhauser who have
been traveling throughout Mexico and
Guatemala for years, sourcing works from
the Great Masters of Mexican Folk Art,
painters and other notable artists.

Beginning in May,
COSAS will be open Fridays and Saturdays,
11am-5pm, and by appointment.
39360 I-10 West, in the Boerne Trade Center
Boerne, Texas 78006
830.249.1500

|

Cosasonline.com

hen it comes to large remodeling projects,
kitchen and bath upgrades are the most
common and valuable to homeowners. It’s
important to consider both current and future
trends, as well as long-term value. With that in mind, here are
the top considerations for kitchen and bath updates in 2016:
Countertops are a great way to
dramatically change the look and quality
of both kitchens and bathrooms. Granite
remains a popular choice, but quartz surfaces
have started to challenge it as the go-to
material in higher-end kitchens. Simple
patterns remain the smart choice for counters.
Cabinet replacements are one of the
most essential parts of kitchen remodels.
KAYVON LEATH,
If cost is a concern, think about ready-toExecutive Director,
assemble cabinets for quicker and easier
Austin NARI
installation. There are also plenty of ways
to update and upgrade cabinets without
completely replacing them. Consider
adding features and amenities like new
hinges, soft-close doors and drawers and
on-trend knobs and hardware.
Innovative storage options are
trending in 2016. Designers are optimizing
storage space with creative ideas like
MARTHA BIZZELL,
hidden cabinets behind architectural
Executive Director,
features, floating shelves on backsplashes
NARI San Antonio
and built-in pantry organizers.
Painting cabinets and walls will refresh both kitchens and
bathrooms, as well as protect surfaces from wear and tear. This
year, consider muted, neutral color palettes for these rooms.
Fixtures like toilets, faucets and shower heads can give the
bathroom an updated look without a huge investment. While
not every homeowner can afford a completely new shower, a new
brushed nickel or brass shower head can bring a modern look
and feel at a reasonable price.
Flooring is key throughout the house, but especially in
kitchens and bathrooms. Wood-look tile is becoming more
popular for both rooms because of its durability compared to
traditional wood – it won’t scratch, scuff or wear.
Smart, eco-friendly updates are a selling point for
both environmentally-conscious customers and those looking
to save on bills. Products like touchless faucets and toilets have
automated features to save on water consumption, while smart
home technology like LED lights and programmable thermostats
are increasing in popularity. v

To find a professional remodeler in Austin or San Antonio, visit
Austinnari.org or Remodelsanantonio.org.
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WHY THIS

SPACE

Designer Spotlight:
Betsy Homan
Interior Design

By MAURI ELBEL | Photography by MICHAEL HUNTER

When a retired military couple who had been living in Hawaii and Japan moved to a new home nestled on
a spacious property in Fair Oaks Ranch, they called on designer Betsy Homan for help. “This was a new
home for these clients and they were overwhelmed with the scale and size of the room,” she says. “They
wanted the space to be warm and inviting.” From the moment Homan set foot in their home, perched on
a hill in front of a windmill and surrounded by mature oak trees, she had only one objective: to make
the space feel like theirs. With 35 years of professional experience under her belt, the San Antonio-based
interior designer understands the importance of creating designs that speak to her clients’ personalities
and preferences. “They have a casual lifestyle, love to entertain and have refined taste,” says Homan. Here,
she chats about how she created this refined, comfortable and inviting space that recently garnered an
honorable mention at the San Antonio chapter of the American Society of Interior Designers’ awards.
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What did the clients envision for this
project?
BH: They wanted a family room built around
the sofa and rug they had purchased. Above all,
they wanted the space to be warm and inviting.
How did you translate their desires
into the design?
BH: Since the room was expansive with
16-foot high ceilings, I brought in rich color
high up on the walls with a 9-foot tall bookcase
and 10 feet of rusty red linen draperies. I also
painted the television cabinet and niche above
in a caramel color in order to tie the wood
floor and wood ceiling together. These moves
helped reduce the scale of the room. It’s very
dramatic at night when the light casts shadows
on the turquoise Tahitian bells. I also selected
an oversized piece of art by Caroline Korbell
Carrington for the mantle. Bringing in color
through various large objects helped bring the
room to a more human scale and made it feel
more comfortable.
What was the main inspiration in this
space?
BH: The tall ceilings. They were just waiting
to for something exciting to happen to them.
Please tell us about the furniture
selections and how the different
pieces work together in this room.
BH: The client had purchased the sofa and leather chair,
as well as caramel colored high back French chairs and rug.
So those pieces became my starting point. Then, I wanted to
bring in texture and color through terra cotta and sage green
with pops of turquoise to complement the rich-colored leather.
I chose terra-cotta chairs — they are Guy Chaddock with sheep
carved legs and hooves upholstered in Kravet high performance
terra-cotta and camel herringbone with chocolate ultra suede
trim. The coffee table, purchased locally, grounds the room
with its heavy wooden top and large strap-iron legs. The Old
Biscayne tall, rustic, sage double library unit, with its antique
walnut wood interior, is the perfect spot to display the clients’
art collected from their travels. And it also provides the perfect
complement to the warm colors in the room.
Did you reuse or repurpose any existing furnishings
or did you gravitate exclusively toward new items?
BH: I love to “shop my client’s house.” You never know what
you may find to repurpose. In this case, my client’s had a large
red lacquered Japanese drum, which we used as an end table.
urbanhomemagazine.com
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is the painted media cabinet and niche. It’s just
so amazing how it ties the floor and ceiling
together, keeps the room from looking too large
and recedes into the background making the
fireplace the focal point.
If you could give folks one piece of
advice when it comes to making
oversized spaces feel livable, what
would it be?
BH: I would tell them not to be afraid to use
large, tall pieces which tend to bring scale to
the room. Scale –– and using color –– is what’s
going to create a warm, inviting space.
From a design standpoint, why does
this space work?
BH: One of the reasons why this space
works is because as you enter the house you see
through the furnishings to the fabulous pool
and outdoor entertaining area. The room is
open and airy with great flow around the island
of furniture. The colors and textures are warm
and inviting whether the homeowners are
having a quiet family night watching television
or they are entertaining a large group. v
BETSY HOMAN INTERIOR DESIGN
210.824.1959 | Betsyhomandesign.com

The sculpture on the coffee table, the art above the
mantle and the piece above the media center are
very unique — what did you like about those pieces?
BH: The client had the sculpture on the table and it fit
perfectly in their ranch house. We did a lot of shopping for the
perfect piece of art that was the right scale for the room as well
as a subject that the client’s loved. My client found the fabulous
turquoise patina bells hanging on an old oxen yoke in Boerne.
They are stunning at night when lighted by spot lights.
While the sofa and chairs are simple and timeless,
you’ve added some varying textures and prints in
here. Tell us about that.
BH: Accent pillows always add warmth and a finishing
touch to any room. In this case the animal prints and brush
fringe add contrast to the sofa and chairs and pull the colors
together across the room.
Reflecting back on what the space was like before,
what would you say your favorite thing about it is
now?
BH: From before to after, my favorite addition to this room
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AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • lofts
spec homes • commercial
Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID
Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com

HANDS-FREE CONVENIENCE

TECHNOLOGY
IN THE KITCHEN
By FACTORY BUILDER STORES Photography courtesy of FACTORY BUILDER STORES

From the Nest air auto-monitoring system to app-controlled lights
and door locks, technology has crept into every aspect of the home.

T

And as the hub of our home activity, the kitchen is no exception.

hanks to modern cooking innovations, home chefs are
now smarter, faster, more accurate and even healthier
than those of the past. Combined with the added
convenience of remote connectivity and hands-free access, there’s
no denying the smart kitchen has arrived. Here’s a round-up of
technological advancements you can find in the kitchen today.

INDUCTION COOKING

INDUCTION COOKING
Induction cooktop technology offers the speed of gas and
the easy, clean, smooth top of an electric unit. The surface is
heated via magnetic fields which only activate when they come
in contact with ferromagnetic pots or pans. This method reduces
the amount of heat lost, as compared to traditional cooktops,
making it more energy-efficient. It’s also a safer alternative
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as it eliminates the danger of an open flame and only heats
areas touching the pan while the rest of the surface stays cool.
Often find yourself rearranging pots and pans while cooking?
Thermador®’s Freedom® Collection full-surface induction
cooktop memory technology follows your cookware should you
need to move it and reapplies the heat settings.
CONVECTION COOKING
Ovens have seen a significant amount of advancements as
well. Convection baking is becoming a standard in ovens. The
fan-assisted system circulates hot air within the unit to ensure an
even bake. Cakes with a runny center are a thing of the past! And
nearly all modern ovens include a catalogue of preprogrammed
recipes as well as room to store a few of your own.
STEAM COOKING

STEAM COOKING

SMART REFRIGERATION
If you’re taking off for a holiday, switch to “Vacation” mode
which recognizes the reduced amount of energy needed to cool
your refrigerator when it’s not being opened regularly. Many
manufacturers are also offering smart air monitoring systems
that increase the shelf-life of fresh foods by monitoring the
humidity and temperature inside your refrigerator and adjusting
to optimal levels. Need a little extra freezer storage? With flexzone refrigerator drawers, you can convert a fresh food zone into
a frozen one. Some manufacturers, such as Gaggenau, have really
taken convenience to heart with motorized shelving, enabling you
to adjust the height without having to move all the contents.
DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY
The convenience of Wi-Fi and mobile applications technology is being integrated into many of today’s appliances. In a
hurry? Use a phone app to get coffee started on your built-in
coffee machine. Start the oven on your way home or get an
alert when pre-heating has completed. LCD screens on refrigerators allow you to create sharable groceries lists and calendars
as well as stream photos and music. Samsung’s new Family Hub Refrigerator, set to arrive this spring, includes three
interior cameras with remote access so you can view what you
already have from the store. If you prefer a gadget-free countertop, try charging station drawers, such as those offered by Plato
Woodwork®, which provide USB ports and outlets so you can
re-juice your electronics while you store them.
DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY

Ovens using steam cooking technology, such as the Bosch
Benchmark Steam & Convection oven, help retain the moisture,
flavor and color of food, as well as the vitamins and nutrients.
Love leftovers? A steam oven will restore yesterday’s meals to full
form — no more rubbery microwave textures. And while these
savvy ovens may look small, they can typically fit a three-course
meal for six people all at once.
SPEED COOKING
For those with a busy lifestyle, speed cooking ovens, such
as the GE Advantium®, are a must. By combining microwave
and convection technology with halogen baking lights, speedcook ovens can reduce cook time by up to eight times that of
traditional ovens. These units typically include a directory of
common recipes and speed-cook settings that take the guesswork
out of converting recipes you already use.
AUTO COOKING
The kitchen is one of the busiest rooms in the house, and
all of those distractions can lead to some cooking mishaps.
Luckily, many modern electric cooktops offer auto shut-off
timers to prevent overcooking. If your sauce pan starts boiling
over before you can reach it, cooktops with spill sensors, such
as Thermador’s Anti-Overflow System, will shut off the burner
and sound an alarm when liquid is detected on the cooking
surface. For the less confident cook, an oven with a built-in
meat thermometer will ensure your roast is perfectly done,
every time. Simply set the desired result and let the oven do
the rest.
urbanhomemagazine.com

HANDS-FREE CONVENIENCE
Many cabinet manufacturers, such as StarMark Cabinetry, are
offering bump-to-open drawers and doors which automatically
open with a light touch — an added convenience for those with
full or dirty hands. Some appliance brands are offering bumpto-open doors as well for a sleek, hardware-free look. Take
your kitchen cabinets to the max with Servo-Drive by cabinet
hardware company Blum®. This electric support component for
doors with Aventos lift systems includes a push-to-close button
in addition to tap open. v
To learn more about advancements in appliances and cabinets,
stop by a Factory Builder Stores showroom near you. For the latest
news and feature articles, visit factorybuilderstores.com/blog.
FACTORY BUILDER STORES
Austin: 512.834.1442 | San Antonio: 210.349.9333
Factorybuilderstores.com
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COMMERCIAL n DESIGN

WELL GROOMED DESIGN
By MAURI ELBEL Photography by DROR BALDINGER

The new Birds Barbershop on 183 and Anderson Mill opened its
doors just last year, but thanks to an artful design by Mark Odom
Studio, it blends in flawlessly with the existing neighborhood.

I

nside the chic space, sunlight bathes over graphically
painted walls featuring black and white linear patterns and
bold pops of color that abstractly hint at a circuit board
and wires.
“The clients wanted graphics that reflected technology and a
connected, tech-friendly space,” explains Katie Bingham, Mark
Odom Studio’s principal architect who collaborated on the design
along with Mark Odom, owner, and designer Andrew Horne.
Like each of Birds Barbershop’s six locations, the new
1,100-square-foot North Austin shop strives to be as unique
as the concept behind the hip Austin-based chain where highquality, affordable haircuts don’t require an appointment but
come with free Shiner beer.
When the owners of Birds Barbershop were searching for an
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architect to bring a higher level of expression to their brand
through design, they turned to Mark Odom Studio.
“Our first priority was to create a more standardized approach to
design and documentation for their new shops while maintaining
the urban and artistic identity they’re known for,” says Odom.
“Our goal was to understand their methods, harness the creative
ideas, elevate quality and produce concise design concepts that
their clientele would soon associate with Birds Barbershop, even
as those ideas evolved over time with new stores.”
Beginning the process with a roundtable discussion to come
up with a concept that would fit in with the North Austin
shop’s neighborhood, home to numerous tech companies and
campuses, and appeal to its future clientele, the decision was
made to center the design around technology.
urbanhomemagazine.com

With clear goals defined, the tech
theme remained the central driving
factor in decisions spanning materials
and art to design details. Since the
shell of the building was irregularly
shaped, Mark Odom Studio approached
the design from an art installation
standpoint, creating a center island
workspace for stylists which resulted in
the ability to gain natural light from
both sides of the shop.
Designer Joel Mozersky and artist
Phillip Niemeyer were brought in to
contribute to the creative process. While
Mozersky offered honesty of expression
and refined edits, Niemeyer filled the
space with the movement of color
along his rhythmic painted walls that
complement the overhead bungee art
installation wrapping the space.
“The challenge was finding out how
to do something creative and impactful
on a budget and quickly,” says Odom.
The collaboration not only yielded
a visually kinetic space within tight
parameters, but produced a successful
design despite the project’s tight budget
envelope, thanks to the relatively
low cost materials like bungee cord
and painted graphics. Together, the
installation and graphics encourage the
eyes to move around the space in an
undulating pattern, yielding big design
results in the small space.
Overall, Odom credits the design’s
success to a solid working relationship
and clearly-defined goals.
“Birds has a really great group that
believes in their product and is always
trying to go above and beyond,” says
Odom. “Throughout the process,
they challenged us and we challenged
them.” v
BIRDS BARBERSHOP
512.897.4700 | Birdsbarbershop.com
ARCHITECT Mark Odom Studio
512.469.5950 | Markodomstudio.com
It didn’t take long for a creative client-design collaboration
to take shape, with both parties working side by side to come
up with an interior space that married art, architecture and
function. As ideas and inspiration evolved throughout the
process, Mark Odom Studio’s job was to simply listen and edit.
“The solution to design problems is not often about the
designer but rather the product or environment which he or she
is designing around,” says Odom.
urbanhomemagazine.com

BUILDER Franklin Alan
512.323.5358 | franklinalan.com
DESIGNER Joel Mozersky Design
512.913.3732 | Joelmozersky.com
ARTIST Phillip Niemeyer
Phillipniemeyer.com
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OUTDOOR n DESIGN

A B R E AT H

OF FRESH AIR
By LEAH WILLIAMS Photography by DROR BALDINGER

A

longstanding family ranch in the Texas Hill Country needed a place where
generations could gather in the great outdoors — specifically a contemporary structure on the ranch’s highest point surrounded by expansive views.
The challenge was to honor the old while building a path to the new; a place that would
bridge past and present for generations to come.
“Our charge was to create an addition to this ranch that was clearly modern, but
harmonized with what came before,” says Brantley Hightower, founding partner of HiWorks, an architectural firm out of San Antonio and Boulder, Co. What came before had
been there since the 1930s — a hunting lodge that “was really cool, but was very dark
and brooding, with a lot of small windows.” A tiny attached screened porch was barely a
mudroom, much less a place for celebrations.
So began a three-year collaborative journey between family and architects to breathe
new life into a treasured property by constructing a not-so-far pavilion, connected to the
main building by way of a 15-foot walkway that stretches from a newly enlarged screened
porch over a landscaped drainage swale. It was the perfect solution, says Hightower,
who worked with HiWorks associate Betsy Johnson on the project, along with landscape
architect John Troy, structural engineer Calvetti & Associates, lighting designer Dave
Nelson & Associates and Henry Duecker Construction.
The bridge effect was genius. The team had discussed other options, says Hightower,
“but we liked the idea of the sound of your feet walking over this wooden bridge. You go
through a psychological transition of moving from the protection and seclusion of the
house to a more open connection with the landscape.”
Once there, various details echo the design and materials from inside the lodge, the
most prevalent being the original stone that Hightower describes as a mix of limestone
and a little bit of granite. To age the new pieces from Texas Stone Supply, “Duecker took
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some decomposed tree leaves from the site, created this watery
mush, and then rinsed it over the stone to stain it.” The multicolored tile from the existing building’s chimney is repeated on
the counter next to the Saber® outdoor grill. Under the barbecue
is a wall of board formed concrete, also used in the pavilion’s
foundation and its benches to create a rustic, imperfect feel.
Unquestionably the most striking design feature of the
570-square-foot dining pavilion is the standing seam metal roof,
whose winged shape maximizes the prevailing breezes — a must
during long, Texas summers. “Outdoor ceiling fans can be dicey,” says Hightower, “and we didn’t want to clutter up the space.”
The incoming air is compressed by the butterfly roof. “When
urbanhomemagazine.com

you increase the volume of air moving through space it increases
the velocity of that air, creating the Venturi effect.”
The roof was also a way to balance out the overall design, giving a sense of flight and freedom to the stone-heavy structure.
Water is another precious resource that is used here to maximum
effect; a single steel scupper funnels rainwater to irrigate the immediate landscape. At night the roof takes on a special gleam, as
LED strip lighting fixtures from BK Lighting, MP Lighting and
LED Linear illuminate the underside of the roof, making the
warm stained Douglas fir appear lantern-lit. “You don’t see the
fixtures,” says Hightower, “but the entire underside becomes a
kind of glowing plane.”
URBAN HOME AUSTIN – SAN ANTONIO
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The multilayered complexity of the roof is deceptively plain,
and that’s not the only place illusion is in play. Adds Johnson:
“For example, all four columns are different heights. It’s one of
those things where you work hard to make things appear simple.” A whimsical nod to the past is a bell from an historic locomotive adjacent to the outdoor fireplace, connected to an old
stirrup found on the ranch site and made into a custom pull.
For the family, the most poignant feature is the mark left by
the youngest generation, set in stone, so to speak. Says Hightower: “We created 18 concrete fake stones cut and shaped to look
like the others, did a series of castings where the family pressed
their hands in, and then integrated them into the stonework.”
It’s that kind of detail, says Hightower, that gives depth to all
design, and particularly this one. “Good architecture exists on
multiple scales at the same time. It tells a story as it’s built. All of
this tells a story — the lodge, the bridge, the handprints and the
glowing roof plane that acts as a beacon asking people to come,
gather and enjoy.” v
ARCHITECT HiWorks
210.390.3930 | Hi.works
BUILDER Henry Duecker Construction
830.644.2764
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FOOD n DESIGN

HONEY,

Be Mine

By CLAUDIA ALARCON
Photography courtesy of APIS RESTAURANT & APIARY

It’s hard to say exactly how long humanity has been using honey. Cave paintings from 7,000 BC in Spain
show the earliest records of beekeeping; bees were featured in Egyptian hieroglyphs, and the earliest record
of keeping bees in hives was found in the sun temple erected in 2,400 BC near Cairo. Thanks to its healthful
properties and versatility, honey has played a significant role throughout human history.

T

he ancient Egyptians used honey as a sweetener, as a
gift to their gods and as an ingredient in embalming
fluid. To the Greeks, honey was not only an important
foodstuff but was also considered a healing medicine. Greek
recipe books contained sweetmeats and cakes made from
honey, including some as offerings to the
gods. The Romans also provided honey as
a gift to the gods and used it extensively
in cooking, with beekeeping flourishing
throughout the Roman Empire. Before the
introduction of the European honey bee,
the ancient Maya used honey from native
bees to sweeten beverages and to produce
a very important ritual drink, the mildly
alcoholic balché. In fact, one of the most
important surviving Maya manuscripts,
the Madrid Codex, is largely dedicated
to bees and beekeeping. As discovered by
Spanish chroniclers of the XVI Century,
the island of Cozumel was an excellent
place for honey production and the
Yucatan Peninsula is still an important
producer. If you’ve ever visited the area, it
is likely you have encountered the unique
honey liquor Xtabentún.
There are over 300 varietals of honey
produced in the United States alone.
Much like wine, the flavor of honey is
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determined by the species of plant used as a food source, as
well as the physical location, or terroir. Therefore, honey from
a vineyard in South Africa will taste completely different from
honey sourced from an orange grove in the Southern US.
Central Texas is home to both large-scale and artisanal honey
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producers from plants such as mesquite, clover and yaupon
holly; honey from herb blossoms like thyme, rosemary and
basil is especially coveted.
With so much variety and availability, local chefs and
mixologists are more than happy to use this homegrown bounty
in their creations. One chef has gone as far as using bees and
honey as the theme for his restaurant in Spicewood, in the Hill
Country. Hailed as one of Texas’ best restaurants of 2015, Apis
is garnering national acclaim for its inventive farm-to-table
fare, impeccable execution, artful presentations and thoughtful
design, which includes hexagonal beehive patterns and details
splashed throughout the dining room and patio.
Concerned by the plight of honey bees succumbing to colony
collapse disorder, Chef/Owner Taylor Hall started keeping
hives at his home about five years ago. He grew so fascinated by
beekeeping and honey production that this hobby became the
inspiration for his restaurant endeavor, which Hall describes as a
microcosm of what the bee represents.
At Apis, the team uses the yield from 20 on-site hives to add
subtle flavors to the menu offerings. House-made beepollen miso, honeycomb vinegar and honey syrups
and infusions impart hints of floral sweetness without
becoming the dominant flavor — a tender butter
lettuce is delicately dressed with perfectly balanced
honey vinaigrette; a soft honeycomb with pollen
and grilled bread may be part of the signature chefs’
tasting. Hall and his team strive for sustainability,
leaving nothing to waste. For instance, after extracting
most of the honey, the spent honeycomb goes into a
cryovac bag and processed sous vide to infuse a batch
of Herman Marshall Bourbon. Beverage Director
José Sapién crafts the bar’s most popular cocktail,
The Apiary, using this concoction alongside lemon,
sarsaparilla and dry curacao. To craft The Queen’s
Nectar, Sapién makes honey syrup, which dissolves
much easier than pure honey. The refreshing aperitif
combines the syrup with Prosecco, Averna Amaro,
fresh grapefruit and Peychaud bitters.
Perhaps the best-known use of honey behind the
bar is the classic Bees Knees, a bright and refreshing
cocktail composed of gin, lemon and honey,
traditionally served up. When celebrated mixologist
urbanhomemagazine.com

Billy Hankey set out to open his East Austin bar, King Bee,
he had other ideas for the drink. “When we initially were
talking about opening King Bee, we had in our minds that
we would serve frozen drinks,” he says. “One reason is, as we
all know, Texas is warm, hot and excruciating. The Bees Knees
made sense to try. It’s an extremely easy-going, popular drink
and thematically fit with our name.” At King Bee, they use
Good Flow Honey from Round Rock and a new local gin,
Old Highborn Texas Dry Gin, from the makers of Genius
Gin. “When you change a recipe into a frozen drink, many
things change,” says Hankey. The ratios of your ingredients
have to adjust for the low temperature, being aware of the
alcohol and sugar content as well as the dilution, so the mix
thickens properly. All while still ensuring the product is not
only delicious but is consistent day to day, batch to batch.” The
result of weeks of experimentation yielded the bar’s delectable
signature cocktail, which is not to be missed. “It took some
trial and error, but what we have now is a cocktail with a very
floral and strong honey nose, sweet but not cloying, deep and
rich in flavor that finishes bright and sharp.” This amazing
drink comes garnished with fresh edible flowers for the full
effect.
Back in Spicewood, Hall is excited to add another unique
element to the mix, a professionally designed garden with 85foot beds where they will grow produce and herbs, with rows
of fruit trees and grapevines. The garden will not only provide
fresh ingredients to use in the Apis kitchen but also a variety of
nectars for the bees to feed on, adding new flavor profiles and
complexity to the honey they will use in future creations. v
APIS RESTAURANT & APIARY
512.436.8918 | Apisrestaurant.com
KING BEE LOUNGE
512.600.6956

PHOTO COURTESY OF KING BEE LOUNGE
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FABULOUS n FINDS

DESTINATION:

GALVESTON
By JULIE CATALANO
Photography courtesy of
GALVESTON ISLAND CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

PLEASURE PIER

What’s summer without a trip
to the beach? Texans have a
host of choices, none more
fascinating than Galveston.
About 50 miles south of
Houston, the picturesque
island is an overflowing
treasure chest of historic
riches, Victorian architectural
gems, a sparkling, walkable
waterfront and plenty of
natural wonders. Other
wonders, too — museums,
fine dining, shopping,
galleries, night life, luxurious
lodging and a premiere
cruise port. Fun in the sun
and a wealth of history lessons to boot, it all adds up
to a beach vacation like no
other in the state.
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THE SAN LUIS RESORT
800.445.0090 | SANLUISRESORT.COM

Every room of this 32-acre luxury resort
on Seawall Boulevard has a view of the gulf,
and it is the perfect place to 1) relax and do
nothing at all, or 2) use as a home base to
see every inch of the island. Recipient of the
AAA Four Diamond Award® since 1999, the
resort features the Spa San Luis along with
fitness center and full-service salon. Overnight
guests can rent a private cabana at the heated
pool with a kid-friendly water slide. For adultfriendly beverages, try a tropical martini at the
ultra-sleek H2o outdoor lounge adjacent to the
pool with flat-screen televisions and fire pit. All
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that relaxing can work up an appetite: The San
Luis has more than 10 dining spots including
The Steakhouse, unparalleled in sumptuous
cuisine and impeccable service, and voted Best
Steak House on the Coast by Texas Monthly.
For the ultimate stay, five lavishly appointed
800-square foot Villas at The San Luis luxury
suites are set off in a secluded enclave with
private entrance, welcome Champagne, three
televisions, large shower, soaking tub, private
veranda with personal hot tub and separate
pool. Upgrades available to arrive by luxury
helicopter or limousine.
urbanhomemagazine.com

almost like a city within a city, and you might as well stay at
the newly-renovated 428-room Moody Gardens Hotel, Spa
& Convention Center for the best chance to see it all. Take
a deep breath and start with the Rainforest Pyramid — a
beautiful and steamy replica of a real rainforest complete with
flora and fauna. The 1.5 million gallon Aquarium Pyramid
is back after a months-long renovation, now open and with
a much-anticipated grand reopening ceremony on May 27.
The MG 3D Theater (the largest 3D screen in Texas), the
Ridefilm Theater and 4D Special FX Theater offer thrills
and chills, or enjoy a real chill at the new Lazy River and
wave pool at Palm Beach. There’s also a top-rated public golf
course, more than 25 acres of indoor and outdoor gardens,
paddlewheel boat, ropes course, zip lines, restaurants, gift
shops, a SpongeBob SubPants Adventure and believe it or
not, much, much more.
THE BRYAN MUSEUM
409.632.7685 | THEBRYANMUSEUM.ORG

The former 1902 Galveston Orphans Home has a new life
as home to the Bryan Museum, opened in 2015 and boasting
the world’s largest collection of artifacts, books, documents
and artwork documenting the history of the American
Southwest. The impressive collection was assembled by J.P.
Bryan, a descendant of Moses Austin (Stephen F.’s brother)
and wife Mary Ion. The stats are mindboggling: 70,000 pieces
spanning 2500 years from ancient Native American cultural
artifacts to today including antique firearms, saddles and rare
maps. Among the highlights: Mexican General Santa Anna’s
field command/order book; the sword carried by Joel Robison
while assisting several other men in the capture of Santa Anna;
one of the first manufactured Colt Walker revolvers; and a
silver saddle belonging to an aristocrat during the last days of
the Spanish Colonial period. Open Friday-Monday 11a-4p.
Admission $4-$10.
BY JULIE CATALANO

THE 1894 GRAND OPERA HOUSE
409.763.7173 / 800.821.1894 | THEGRAND.COM

MOODY GARDENS
800.582.4673 | MOODYGARDENS.COM

A longtime beloved family funspot, Moody Gardens is
urbanhomemagazine.com

What do Anna Pavlova, John Philip Sousa, Eddie Foy, the
Marx Brothers and Ray Charles all have in common? They
— along with hundreds of other notables and entertainment
legends — have appeared at the magnificent 1894 Grand
Opera House throughout its long and cherished history. Built
during Galveston’s heyday as the “Wall Street of the South,”
it survived the worst natural disaster in American history
when the Great Storm of 1900 took more than 6,000 lives
and devastated the city. Hit again by Hurricane Ike in 2008,
floodwaters submerged the orchestra pit and the first eight
rows. One casualty was the Steinway piano, whose salvaged
sound board now sits underneath heavy, piano-shaped glass,
reborn as a conference table. The Grand presents a full, yearround season of touring shows, concerts, comedy, a summer
season, children’s programming and educational outreach.
The Grand is open to the public daily for self-guided tours;
admission fee applies.
URBAN HOME AUSTIN – SAN ANTONIO
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short film of its miraculous rescue and restoration. While there,
look up ancestors on the one-of-a-kind computer database of
more than 133,000 immigrants who came to the U.S. through
the “Ellis Island of the West,” or access the database online at
galvestonhistory.org. 409.783.1877.

THE SHORE AND MORE

With 32 miles of shoreline, Galveston’s beaches are brimming
with endless opportunities to explore the island’s natural
treasures. Stretching ten miles along Seawall Boulevard, Seawall
Urban Park has the longest continuous sidewalk in the country.
Campers, hikers, fishers, boaters and birders can enjoy the 2,000acre Galveston Island State Park, visit three pocket parks on the
West End or check out East Beach and Stewart Beach parks on
the eastern end. And because there’s no such thing as too much
sand and surf, the summer of 2016 will see seven miles of new
and expanded beaches as a result of three recent $48 million
beach nourishment projects (galvestonbeachinfo.com).

HOTEL GALVEZ & SPA. A member of the Historic Hotels
of America and the only historic beachfront hotel on the
Texas Gulf Coast, a stay at the Galvez is like stepping back

in time. Don’t miss the Hall of History on the lower level,
the world-class spa, the Sunday Champagne brunch or the
chance to hear ghost stories of the famously haunted property.
hotelgalvez.com, 409-765-7721.

GALVESTON ISLAND HISTORIC PLEASURE PIER.
Originally a recreational facility built in 1943 for the U.S.
military, the pier eventually became the largest of its kind in
the country, with a ballroom, outdoor movies and a carnival
midway. By the 1950s it was a popular vacation destination
until its destruction by Hurricane Carla in 1961. Reopening
in 2012, the family-friendly pier’s thrilling over-water location
gives its 16 rides an extra kick, especially the Iron Shark roller
coaster and its 100-foot beyond vertical drop. Popular spot
for birthday parties, sunset weddings, parties, receptions and
corporate meetings. pleasurepier.com, 855.789.7437.
TEXAS SEAPORT MUSEUM. Home of the glorious 1877
tall ship ELISSA, designated one of America’s Treasures by the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, the museum features a
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THE STRAND HISTORIC DISTRICT. Best known for its
annual “Dickens on the Strand” Christmas celebration, the
five-block area is a National Historic Landmark District featuring primarily Victorian-era buildings housing shops, galleries,
restaurants and antiques. The Galveston Railroad Museum has
one of the five largest restored railroad collections in the country. galvestonmuseum.com, 409.765.5700.
For more info, galvestoncvb.com. v
urbanhomemagazine.com

A DV E RT I S E R I N D E X

CUSTOM CABINETRY
& DESIGN
Cabinetry Designs
www.cabinetrydesigns.com
210.832.0990
Swanx
www.swanxcabinetry.com
512.809.6226

CUSTOM METAL WORK
Christopher Voss Inc.
Fourth Generation Iron Craftsman
www.christophervoss.com
210.843.4332

DOORS
Colonial Iron Doors
www.colonialirondoors.com
210.524.1062

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Broadway Bank
www.broadwaybank.com
210.283.6642

FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
COSAS
www.cosasonline.com
830.249.1500

GRANITE & STONE
Triton Stone Group
www.tritonstone.com
Austin: 512.821.0020
San Antonio: 210.546.0980

HARDWARE
Push Pull Open Close
www.pushpullopenclose.com
512.694.7762

HOME BUILDERS
Foursquare Builders
www.foursquarebuilders.com
512.944.4520

HOME REMODELING
CROSS
www.cross-tx.com
210.826.7200
Realty Restoration
www.realtyrestoration.com
512.454.1661

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512.443.3200

MASTER PLANNED
COMMUNITIES
Esperanza
www.myesperanza.com
512.260.2066

OUTDOOR LIVING
Outside in Style
www.outsideinstyle.com
NW Austin: 512.250.0000
SW Austin: 512.617.8888
San Antonio: 210.558.1818

POOLS

Panache Interiors
www.panacheinteriors.com
512.452.7773

Artesian Pools
www.artesianpoolstx.com
210.251.3211

KITCHEN & BATH

Liquid Assets
www.liquidassets-pools.com
Austin: 512.444.5444
San Antonio: 210.680.7665

Factory Builder Stores
www.factorybuilderstores.com
Austin: 512.834.1442
San Antonio: 210.349.9333
Parrish and Company
www.parrishandcompany.com
Round Rock: 512.835.0937
San Antonio: 830.980.9595
Downtown San Antonio: 210.255.1125

LANDSCAPING
GreenScapes Landscaping & Pools
www.greenscapesaustin.com
512.263.3669

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512.452.9511

LUMBER
Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321

WINDOWS
BMC Window Center
www.buildwithbmc.com
Austin: 512.977.7440
San Antonio: 210.494.8889
Martel
www.martelwindows.com
800.609.1596

WINDOW COVERINGS
& AWNINGS
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512.608.0302
Texas Sun & Shade
www.txsunandshade.com
512.402.0990

LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS
Alteza Residences Above The Grand Hyatt
www.thealteza.com
210.212.8400
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